
“Amphenol FCi has helped us in enabling 
the networking requirements at our end 
in the Data Center with high speed 
technology products. We have relied on 
them right from start of the project to 
end of all deliverables, and must say 
they have come up to the expectation 
level which we were looking for “ 
Mr. Nakul OC – VP - Projects (Datacenter), NxtGen 
Datacenter and Cloud Technologies Pvt. Ltd. 

Passive Networking with Amphenol FCi 
Solutions :  
The IT team at NxtGen was convinced of the 
fact that Amphenol FCi could support their 
networking requirement at their PAN India 
Locations. Amphenol FCi provided complete 
technical support for the infrastructure at 
NxtGen and also ensure the 
logistics/operational and customer support, so 
that all deliverables are met with as per client 
satisfaction. 

`` 

Amphenol FCi provided NxtGen with Copper Cat6A LSZH Solutions and 
fiber SM and MM along with MPO solutions. We have also immensely 

supported the QSFP requirement for their network side. NxtGen is 
impressed by the solutions and support offered to their PAN India 

locations and look forward to collaborate more as a technology partner 
PAN India and in the future if need arises globally too.. 



 
“With fully functional offices in Bangalore, Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai 

and Hyderabad, they are slowly expanding base of business 
operations in the Middle East and South Asia. Being an equal 

opportunity provider, to provide an employee-friendly workplace 
that fosters a culture of successful teamwork, which is important in 

achieving business goals.” 
 

    Investing in a robust and reliable Datacenter is   a 
 critical decision that companies have to  make 
       to ensure business continuity. NxtGen is    a      
           leader in the space  of   Datacenter      and 
          cloud-based services. They underst and 
                  both the business of technology,   and 
   the technology of  business.   
      NxtGen’s  primary aim  is to       help 
        businesses of different scale grow 
     substantially by creating additional 
         capacity from          their            existing 
        Infrastructure,              while      reducing    
       complexity  and cost significantly.        
        Making  a clear and purposeful    departure     
   from the   Datacenter service industry as  the     
 world  knows it, their business is purely  driven    
    by how  they operate and help companies grow.                                                                                                                                                                                    

T HAN K YOU !  !   


